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From the 1990s onwards, Muhammad Ali was celebrated in the USA primarily as a humanitarian figure who had done much to promote racial understanding and reconciliation. The power of this image, despite evidence of Ali’s prejudices, owed much to a nation trying to right some wrongs in its racial history and acknowledge how he had been hated by many Americans in the 1960s.¹ In contrast, the British media has painted an affectionate picture of the UK’s relationship with the boxer.² This suited Ali too since it reinforced the idea of American prejudice that he sought to challenge. He recorded in his 1976 autobiography – a ghost-written text intended to promote Ali’s politics - that he had fallen in love with England. He recalled that he had been treated on his first visit, ‘so warm, so friendly’ and with a ‘kindness and courtesy’ that he never experienced in the USA. He thus regarded, he claimed, the country as his second home.³

Inevitably, the reality was more complex; in 1960s Britain Ali was judged through a lens of national identity and race that was not always warm or affectionate. On the occasion of his first fight in the UK, against Henry Cooper in 1963, Ali’s boasting offended many for whom it typified an American excess out of sorts with British modesty. His boasting did, however, create significant publicity, turning Ali into a popular celebrity amongst the young

² When Ali Came to Britain, ITV, 16 January 2012. For a narrative of Ali’s reception in the UK see Michael Tanner, Ali In Britain (Edinburgh: Mainstream, 1995).
and those attracted by his variance from the conventions of the time. Race rarely entered the public discussions of Ali but it was never irrelevant and, at a time of concerns around rising immigration, racial stereotypes encouraged a view of him as brash and immature. By 1966, when Ali fought for a second and third time in Britain, he was world champion and a deeply controversial figure following his conversion to Islam and opposition to the Vietnam War. Yet neither issue had the significance in the UK that they did in the USA and his British fan base continued to grow. Even amongst those who disagreed with his politics, there was no public demonization of him but rather a muted disapproval. He was, however, an inspiration to Britons of colour and those who believed in the need for radical challenges to the world’s problems. As such, Ali is an example of how ideas, fears and hopes around race crossed back and forth across the Atlantic and the need for its British historians to ensure their accounts are outward looking and de-domesticised.

The competing British views of Ali typified how attitudes towards race and immigration in the UK were complex and contradictory. There was some acceptance but there was also considerable prejudice and a profound sense of racial difference. Historians have disagreed over whether the state or public were more illiberal but large sections of both ultimately became concerned with keeping the UK white, even if they believed in the concept of racial equality.4 Ali’s status in the UK was framed by this context. Yet, as an American celebrity, he also transcended the normal concerns around race. He was not an immigrant and thus not symbolic of changes in the racial makeup of Britain, making it quite possible for even open racists to admire and celebrate his skills. Ali’s British reception thus confirms the argument of Kushner that attitudes to people of colour were ‘complex and can only be explained satisfactorily by the broadest of contextualization, which includes, alongside racism, factors such as gender and class and global, national and local pride’.5 As such, race alone can never be the sole lens through which the reception and experience of people of colour are analysed. But nor should the absence of race and prejudice in the public treatment
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of black men and women, as was often the case with Ali in the UK, be taken as evidence of an absence of racial tensions. Like the celebrations of Ali and the criticisms of his Americanism, beneath articulations or appearances of equality were often deep prejudices.

To explore these attitudes, this paper draws upon a wide variety of media sources from the local and national press, to boxing publications and television outputs. For the majority, boxing was a mediated experience, something read about and watched rather than witnessed first-hand. Ali’s rise coincided with the coming of mass television ownership, allowing him to reach audiences that his predecessors in the ring had not. It was thus through the mass media that Ali became both a hero and villain and he was as much a media figure as a boxer. Of course, the media is not a straightforward guide to popular opinion. Yet, in a context where the spatially-concentrated nature of immigration meant that first-hand interaction with people of colour was limited, television was a ‘site of racial formation’, offering a space where racial images inspired and entertained but also alarmed and reinforced perceptions of difference. In the 1960s, Ali was very much part of that and an influential figure in shaping how the British public thought about race, for better and worse.

**Cooper versus Ali 1963**

In the early 1960s, both British race relations and boxing stood at a crossroads. Boxing was a sport in decline. Its violence was under scrutiny from those who felt it inappropriate in a modern society; affluence had reduced the numbers interested in taking a beating for a living and the game was increasingly focussed on its leading stars rather than the circuit of semi-professional fights in small halls that had dominated the sport in the first half of the twentieth century. Paradoxically, there were also no British boxers of world calibre in the 1960s.

British boxing was, however, like wider society, becoming more diverse. The 1948 British Nationality Act had enshrined everyone in the Commonwealth’s existing right to settle in the UK, paving the way for a period of sustained immigration. By 1966 there were an estimated 797,000 people of colour living in Britain who were born in the Caribbean, India and Pakistan. Amongst the immigrants were boxers from West Africa and the West Indies, attracted to the financial opportunities the UK offered to fight professionally. The diversity of boxing was further increased as the sons of a few 1940s and 50s immigrants
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7 The historiography of boxing in the UK is relatively limited. For an overview see Martin Johnes and Matthew Taylor, ‘Boxing in History’, *Sport in History*, 31, 4 (2011): 357-62.

turned to the fight game to make a living in a world where well-paid work was often extremely difficult to find for those of colour. By the early 1960s, a quarter of professional boxers registered in the UK were black. However, they faced significant prejudices and struggled to build careers against the prejudices and preconceptions of fans and promoters. Black boxers were regarded as poor box-office draws and judged through contradictory racial stereotypes that simultaneously viewed them as having an unfair physical advantage over white fighters but also unable to take a punch.9 Just as the historic racial hierarchies of Empire shaped attitudes to immigrants in an era of decolonization, so too were black boxers entrapped by the remnants of a history of white hostility towards professional fighters of colour.10

It was in this context that heavyweight Henry Cooper, an old-style slugger with ambitions for a world title, was lined up in 1963 to fight Ali, then known as Cassius Clay. Ali was a confident 21-year-old who was gaining a reputation for both ‘his ranting and his raving’ and his skills.11 The previous year, the British Boxing News Annual produced an article about his chances of becoming world champion and predicted he would become the most talked about boxer of 1963, whether he made it to the top or not. It concluded ‘the Fight Game needs boys like Cassius Clay, the box-fighter who is also a showman; the boxer with ring ability and the flair for making the boxing writers work hard and the fans to read and wonder’.12 Before Ali had even fought in the UK, one British fan declared in a letter to the Boxing News that ‘Clay is the greatest heavyweight ever’.13

It was the ranting and raving that came to define Ali’s first British fight. Before Ali’s arrival, promoter Jack Solomons advised people to ‘commence training’ their ears and to get the ear plugs out.14 Such hype was needed to justify the choice of Wembley stadium as a venue but the fact that the promoter had chosen there at all said something about his confidence that Ali would be a pull. This was rooted in the fact that he was completely different to anyone else on the international boxing circuit. Ali was articulate and entertaining; he played the media, talking in rhyme about himself and his skills and making
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grand predictions that he would knock Cooper out in first five rounds and then three. ‘I’ve been yelling on the television, hollering on the radio, telling them I’m the greatest, but they won’t believe me’ he declared. As well as displaying such overt confidence, Ali also showed a lack of respect to Cooper who he called ‘a bum and a tramp’ who had no right to be in a ring with him. He was not always much nicer about Britain either, saying in one television interview that the cars were too small, the streets were too narrow and the girls not as pretty as home.

A BBC boxing correspondent remembers these claims were not always taken seriously but they did make a news story and the fight became a major media event. Many were genuinely angry at the American’s attitude and Ali was booed on the street. The South Wales Argus argued the boasting had not ‘gone down well with the British public, and nothing would please them more than to see Clay get a big hiding’. A letter to the Daily Mirror declared: ‘Who is this obnoxious Cassius Clay? And why is he permitted to invade our shores with his nonsensical claptrap?’ Even a Labour MP made a swipe at Ali when calling the Chancellor ‘a most agreeable and modest opponent’ in a finance debate. The Boxing News published a page of poems from fans attacking Ali. The paper declared that Cooper would be doing millions of fight fans the world over a big favour if he manages to halt the upward trend of big-talking American Cassius Marcellus Clay ... For the Louisville Lip has, with his pathetic poetry and degrading insults to the British champ, turned everybody into a Cooper fan.

Yet the paper also understood that the ‘big-talking’ was more about money and publicity and beneath it was a fast and able fighter.

At this point in his career, Ali was very popular in the US, where his good looks, poetry, exuberance and sense of humour made him the kind of star American television audiences loved. In contrast, such seemingly-American qualities went down less well in the
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UK. There existed amongst the post-war British elite a fear that American global influence was too strong and eroding British cultural values. Indeed, Americanization had become ‘a cliché of popular British discourse’. This was not just rooted in concern for a fading British eminence but also in a long-standing dislike of aspects of American culture and, as the reactions to Ali showed, this extended far beyond the elite. The 1950s rise of rock’n’roll and youth culture, often perceived to be shallow, disrespectful, and sometimes immoral, had intensified a trend that interwar Hollywood had begun and brought such concerns into the homes of some working-class families who worried about the behaviour and manners of their teenage children. The dislike of Ali’s boasting typified a certain British view of American culture as arrogant, brash, exuberant and consumerist, lacking in the modesty that was thought to characterize the UK. Ali seemed to embody all of these characteristics, not least because his activities were clearly intended to raise his box-office appeal. Britishness, in contrast, had been reconstructed in the 1930s and 40s around ideas of ordinariness and a quieter everyday existence and the war itself had become a conflict to defend that culture and way of life. Indeed, there were echoes of attitudes towards Hitler in how the press spoke of Ali. ‘The British do not like a braggart and a bully who is not anything like as majestic as he proclaims’ declared the Daily Express.

Just as Ali symbolized US culture, Cooper was a representative of British culture rather than just Britain and this helped further boost interest in the fight. He was a modest old-fashioned fighter that encapsulated a British self-image of quiet determination and grit and a vision of the working class that was rooted in traditional values rather than the crass Americanism and commercialism that was often felt to be corrupting the masses. British sporting heroes had long since symbolized such ideas but in the post-war period this national self-image was being reinforced by the growing popular belief that Britain had stood alone in 1940 and both survived and won the war through its national character and tenacity.


26 One product and cause of such beliefs was contemporary war films. See Jeffrey Richards, Films and British National Identity: From Dickens to Dad’s Army (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1997). For examples of sports heroes as symbols of working-class decency and national grit see Richard Holt, ‘Heroes of the North: Sport and the Shaping of Regional Identity’, in Jeff Hill and Jack Williams (eds), Sport and Identity
Daily Mail reported ‘modest, likable Henry’ as saying that he expected to show that ‘The Lip’ was ‘a better talker’ than ‘a fighter’. Its report could not help adding ‘With the rest of Britain I hope that Cooper is right. If Britain’s quiet man buttons the mouth from which little but childish abuse has poured for three weeks I’ll join [promoter] Jack Solomons in his plans to lead the expected 55,000 crowds in There’ll always be an England’.27

Such defensiveness owed much to how the late 1950s and early 1960s was a period when many felt traditional British culture was under assault from different directions that extended beyond Americanization. The Cold War and decolonization had marginalized British global power, while the growth of the state was causing some individuals to feel powerless. Those who believed their old certainties were slipping away were further worried by declining deference, changing class, gender and community patterns and the growing visibility of people of colour on British urban streets.28 Even in sport, old markers of tradition were falling away; cricket had abolished its amateur-professional distinction in 1963 and introduced one-day matches, while football ended its maximum wage in 1961. In this context, Ali seemed to be yet another affront to traditional British ways of doing things. One boxing fan recalls a generation gap in attitudes to Ali at this time, with younger ones more taken with Ali’s unconventional approach.29 Outsiders also saw the link between the fight and wider British culture. A writer in the Washington Evening News claimed the British delusion that Cooper could win was ‘in keeping with the image of a nation that still considers itself a world power. The British put on a front of sophistication but inevitably prove themselves to be the biggest pasties in creation.’30

Yet, within Britain itself, the older generation was never quite as conservative or uniform as teenage rebels suggested and the shifting sands of the era were not just the realm of the young. Beneath the moral panic around rock’n’roll sometimes evident in the press was actually a more tolerant view of both young people and American culture.31 Working-class parents in particular gave financial and verbal support to teenage culture since it represented
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an advance in living conditions and expectations. The 1963 Profumo scandal, which reached a climax in the weeks running up to the Ali-Cooper fight, had rocked the establishment and led people across classes and generations to become exasperated with its hypocrisy and lack of propriety. By then, the thrust to modernize had become a dominant trope in thinking about the British economy and it was increasingly being seen as something much of British life was in need of. One consequence was that even the Beatles won conservative plaudits in the early 1960s for their contribution to British prestige and tax revenue.

There were those, too, of all ages who were rather taken by Ali. Despite the arrogance it might betray on a first reading, his demeanour and talk could also be read as humorous and a gentle dig at the straight-jacketed and stiff-upper-lip culture some in Britain also despised. The Daily Mail noted, ‘Clay is a happy young man, half laughing at the way his publicity stunts are accepted, but half-dreaming that all he says is true’. Two weeks before it printed its page of abusive poems about Ali, Boxing News argued that he had ‘taken London by storm’, claiming that the American and the resulting publicity had been a ‘shot in the arm’ for British boxing. An editorial in the paper concluded that ‘one cannot help but admire the confidence and cockiness which oozes from this young athlete’. Another writer in the same paper declared ‘The fans love a personality. They have taken to Clay like a duck takes to water.

The inconsistency in the paper’s position showed the degree of pantomime in the whole affair but it is also suggestive of the uncertainties and contradictions that surrounded British culture at this time. There were those rooted in the past, those who sought new futures and those who conceded a need for modernization but also feared what it might mean. These groups could not be neatly categorized by class or age but Ali had an impact on all.

The fight itself began well for Cooper but he then sustained a cut above his eye and Ali sensed victory, even declining to hold his arms up in the standard defensive pose. The British television commentator called this ‘complete cheek’ and claimed Ali was trying to make Cooper look small. Then, at the end of the fourth round, to deafening cheers from the crowd, Cooper knocked Ali down. He got to his feet but, in the subsequent interval, Ali’s
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corner sneaked him some illegal smelling salts and ripped open a tear in his glove to buy him some more recovery time. But Cooper’s cut was irreparable and in the fifth round Ali attacked aggressively. As the Mail put it, the crowd moved from screaming for ‘Clay’s blood’ to shouting ‘stop the fight’ with Cooper beginning to look ‘like the victim of a terrible road accident – a creature from a horror film’. The referee ended the contest and Ali held up five fingers to remind the crowd of his correct prediction of which round he would win in.

Cooper was cheered out of the ring and Ali was booed. An angry spectator who broke through the cordon aimed a blow at Ali and a mob surrounded his entourage’s cars as they tried to leave the stadium. Boxing correspondents were unimpressed with Ali’s performance, feeling he had failed to show any real quality. The Daily Mail went as far as proclaiming ‘If this immature American boxer can be knocked down by a half-blind opponent with no reputation as a heavy puncher, then he should be matched more moderately’. The Express thought the ring had been ‘filled with the courage and then the blood of a British champion’.

**Ali and British perceptions of race**

Outside boxing, the rising levels of immigration of the previous decade or so had brought complex reactions. Despite the large-scale immigration from Ireland and mainland Europe, public discussion of the phenomenon focussed on black and Asian people and the idea of a ‘colour problem’. Rooted in Britain’s imperial history but now brought home and intensified as the Empire came to Britain, racial difference was accepted as common sense and this created a sense that British culture was being harmed by immigration. Black men were looked down upon as lazy, sexually irresponsible, sometimes violent, and a threat to a British way of life. This produced some extreme reactions amongst people of all ages, as evident in the youth-led race riots of 1958 and the popularity of Enoch Powell’s 1968 rivers of blood speech across different generations. Yet overt racial prejudice was publicly frowned upon and some who argued against immigration maintained their concerns were
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cultural rather than racial. As Nava has demonstrated, contemporary studies found that racial attitudes were contradictory, complex and divided. A 1955 investigation claimed that the British population could be loosely divided into three with one third not prejudiced and one third extremely prejudiced, although a 1961 edition of the book downplayed the size of this latter group. Yet what also emerged from contemporary studies was how embedded the sense of racial difference was. Although many Britons felt racism was wrong, they still spoke and acted in ways that showed that race was rarely irrelevant and something perceived to run far deeper than mere skin colour. Even labelling and describing someone by their colour helped sustain racism because it perpetuated ideas of ‘us’ and ‘them’ and that racial differences were real rather than constructed. British reactions to immigration may have been contradictory but racism was endemic and embedded in British culture.

The success of black boxers had contributed to the racial stereotypes. A survey of mid-1950s Brixton argued that black proficiency in fields like boxing and jazz ‘tended to reinforce local preconceptions associating colour with violence, sensuality and uninhibited behaviour in general’. In particular, black successes in boxing and the association between pugilism and flat noses and thick lips increased, the survey argued, the belief in a link between race and primitive brutality. Yet it also argued that successes in boxing had diversified the views of black men in positive ways. But there were limits to this. A south Londoner might be proud to shake hands with a black sporting personality, the investigation argued, but this did ‘not mean that he will necessarily be willing to have him as a permanent visitor in the home or as a husband for his daughter’. Similar paradoxes could be found in music where teenage mods were adopting and championing black musical styles but still sometimes refusing to mix with black people. White adoptions of black cultural forms could thus exist quite distinctly from everyday racial inequities that were structured by much deeper ideas of racial difference.

The complexity of British racial attitudes framed reactions to Ali. His colour rarely entered public discussions of his fight against Cooper in any explicit fashion and it may be that Ali’s Americanism actually protected him from overt racial prejudice in Britain since, as
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a temporary visitor, he was not deemed the threat to the whiteness of Britain that immigrants were. When race did enter discussions, it was usually, as with other contemporary black boxers, as a descriptive term. A report in the *Daily Mirror*, for example, called Ali an ‘astonishing young Negro’. Nonetheless, it is probable that the dislike of Ali owed something to race. Contemporary sociological studies certainly point to a large degree of overt racist talk in semi-private spaces such as pubs and the absence of racism in newspapers, who were often anxious not to enflame racial tensions, is not a guide to popular attitudes. A further complication comes from how racial attitudes were always mixed up with other identities such as masculinity and national identity and, as Bill Schwarz has argued, discussions of race, nation and empire often slid into each other, becoming one and the same. For example, in reaction to a condescending American report of Cooper’s chances, the *Daily Mail* pointed out that the US allowed black athletes to represent it in boxing and athletics but practised segregation in university sport. It went on to say that the British recognised that Ali was no Paul Robeson – the singer who had done much to develop a positive view of African-Americans in the UK – and posed the question: ‘we do wonder why they let the wrong ones out.’ It concluded that Ali was adding to the British repugnance of American professional boxing. This was far from typical of newspaper coverage but it does illustrate that racial prejudice clearly existed in early 1960s Britain, even if it was entwined with attitudes to the US.

Part of that prejudice was the common conception that black migrants found it difficult to adjust to British customs and were ‘uninhibited’ in a way that did not fit with the unspoken polite customs of much British interaction, particularly when it came to sexual relations. It is thus probable that there was an unspoken assumption that Ali’s behaviour was not just a product of his Americanism but of his race too. Perhaps notable here is that in a review of his chances of becoming world champion, the only reference the *Boxing News Annual* made to his race was when it claimed ‘keeping a tight lip is something this coloured lad has yet to learn or ever will learn’. Even if an equation of race and a lack of self-control
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was not the intention of the author, it could easily have been interpreted that way by readers and it was probably the product of deeply-set pejorative ideas around racial characteristics. Similarly, cartoon depictions of Ali displayed him with thick lips and a flat nose, two physical features that racial stereotypes often played up. All cartoons exaggerate features and again this might not have been intended as a racial slur. But such depictions also had a long history of being used as a means of ridicule, something only too evident in the tradition of minstrelsy, and they must have reinforced ideas that Ali was not the equal of a white man. The uncertainty around how racialized attitudes to Ali were is typical of how slippery and thus insidious racism was. Its proponents often denied any intention and even those who abhorred racism might still accuse those who felt victimised of over-reacting or being overly insensitive. Moreover, the uncertainty of those who were the victims over whether racial prejudice was actually at play could actually make day-to-day living more difficult for people of colour, creating frustration and even bewilderment. Just occasionally, however, the language lost its ambiguity and revealed the attitudes that were so often hidden. In the wake of the fight, the Daily Express described Ali in the first round as resembling ‘a scared piccaninny’. It went on: ‘When the blood began to flow, Clay’s brother, Rudolf Valentino, was up howling and barking like some jungle savage’.

**Ali the Muslim World Champion**

The Cooper fight made Ali very famous in the UK and, whether they liked him or not, he fascinated millions. The following year, Ali beat Sonny Liston to become world heavyweight champion and more than 20 million people watched the BBC broadcast of the fight. The Daily Mail made the news its front-page headline and then published a series of letters from appreciative fans who hoped the outcome would end the anti-Ali stance of the reporter the paper had sent to cover the bout. One concluded ‘Clay is a dazzling splash of colour in a sporting world overcrowded by dreary, inarticulate mediocrities.’ Like pop music, satirical humour and shorter skirts, Ali was deeply appealing to those in the British
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public frustrated with the stuffy, staid and stagnated nature of so much in British culture. When Swansea Town reached the FA Cup semi-final in 1964 by unexpectedly beating Liverpool, The People’s match report headline was ‘Swansea do a Cassius’. At the semi-final, a fan took to the match a banner that read ‘Swansea the Cassius’. Ali had become a byword for style and fighting against the odds.

Quickly after becoming world champion, Ali publicly confirmed his membership of the Nation of Islam, a radical black religious group, and dropped his ‘slave name’ Cassius Clay. Two years later, he was drafted for military service in Vietnam and registered as a conscientious objector on religious grounds, causing uproar in America. Only gradually did the British press show any real interest in the controversy and, since the UK was not involved in Vietnam, it did not have the same significance that it did in the USA. However, America’s racial tensions were not irrelevant to Britain. The British media gave considerable coverage to the civil rights movement and the more extreme character of American racial tensions were a counterpoint used to suggest that the UK was tolerant and inclusive. Moreover, many in Britain were inspired by the civil rights movement and the courage of its advocates. But there was also a fear that the kinds of racial violence witnessed in the American South could erupt in Britain and sympathy for the plight of African Americans was tempered by distrust of activists who might be thought extremist. Thus there were still British concerns around black power and a sense that the movement’s methods were dangerous. The result was that in the print media there was little sympathy for Ali’s new politics. A Daily Mail writer described some of his behaviour as ‘militant’ and ‘racialist’.

and claimed so did Martin Luther King and Joe Louis. He queried Ali’s ‘knowledge, scholarship and political comprehension’ but thought him genuine:

When Clay said to me at Las Vegas last November: “We can’t keep on living like slaves in our masters’ country. We can’t for ever be slaves to you white men,” I believe that he was talking the truth as he sees it.

He wanted Ali to be allowed to fight once more before being called up to stop him achieving the status of martyrdom.  

The British press also seemed reluctant to drop what Ali regarded as his slave name. In 1965, the Daily Express had even contemptuously written ‘Clay – or Mohammed Ali Oop or whatever he calls himself’. This was common in America too, where it was a deliberate refusal to bow to Ali’s racialized politics, and it was employed by both white journalists and black American moderates. In the UK, where the link between Islam and black power was less understood and less important, the continued use of the name Clay was probably more often unthinking. Indeed, it might even have been to ensure readers and viewers knew who was being referred to. The Tatler, for example, in 1966 called him Ali but then added ‘or Cassius Clay as he is still generally called’. Nonetheless, not all boxing fans approved and one Essex fan wrote to Boxing News that same year calling its continued use of the name Clay ‘disgraceful’.  

Outside the newspapers, there was little evidence of active hostility to Ali because of his new politics. Indeed, the fact that support for Ali had not collapsed with his new politics infuriated some in the British print media. British television continued to interview him and Ali could not resist showing off for the cameras with his jokes, banter and even singing and dancing. Such was the interest in Ali that his fights were televised in Britain in a way that other leading bouts were not. This was enabled by the development of live satellite broadcasts that could be shown either on television or at the cinema. In 1965, 7 million Britons watched the live broadcast of his second bout with Liston, despite it being on
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television at 3.30am. Another quarter of a million listened in on the radio.\(^75\) Ali won in the first round and there were questions about whether Liston had gone down of his accord rather than because of a punch. Yet this simply added to Ali’s fame and mystique.

**Cooper versus Ali 1966**

The controversy over Ali’s drafting was ongoing when he fought in Britain for a second time. The bout was again against Cooper but now for the world title, the first time a heavyweight title fight had been fought in the UK for 58 years and a location partly chosen because of fears that Ali might say something about race that could alienate American boxing fans.\(^76\) Britain had also never had a world heavyweight champion and thus the fight seemed a moment of reckoning for British boxing. There was little overt focus on Ali’s politics in the build-up and instead it was again portrayed as a fight between a controversial but charismatic American and the quintessentially English ‘our ‘enry’, with the ‘common touch’.\(^77\) This image was not discouraged by Cooper or the promoter and was probably an easier ‘sell’ in box office terms that anything that dragged in Ali’s politics. In an interview for ITV, Cooper spoke of his ordinary working-class roots on a council estate and his labouring days, while the reporter pointed to his ‘trim suburban home’. Yet Cooper did not bite at attempts to get him to say he hated Ali or that the American was the type of person he might hit if he was not a boxer. Instead, Cooper said Ali was entitled to his beliefs and that he had nothing against Muslims.\(^78\) Ali, meanwhile, was far more subdued when he reached Britain and at times consciously refused to play up to his image.\(^79\) His new persona intrigued and confused the media and fans alike. *The Observer*’s boxing correspondent said that since Ali’s conversion, he had come to ‘seem infinitely complex, in turn charming, nasty, arrogant, humble, friendly, aloof, hilarious, humourless, brilliantly alert and weirdly uninformed’.\(^80\) But interest in Ali and the fight was again huge. When the BBC and ITV were outbid for the British live television rights by a cable service, the government intervened and ensured a live radio broadcast and a television showing the next day.\(^81\) Perhaps the clearest sign of the interest was the fact that Ali was invited to a meeting with the ever publicity-conscious Harold
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Wilson, even if it did end up being cancelled to allow the prime minister to meet the Seamen’s Union who were threatening to strike. The warmer welcome that Ali received owed much to how rapidly parts of British culture had changed between 1963 and 1966. The social and cultural changes of the 1960s may have begun in the 1950s (and in some cases before) but it is difficult to deny how they gathered pace as the decade moved on. Music, fashion and the morals, or least perceptions of the morals, of the young shifted significantly as Britain began to ‘swing’. In a climate where pop music was everywhere, boys had longer hair and girls had shorter skirts, and there was open discussion of sexual freedom, a ranting arrogant American simply was not the affront it once had been. Even politics had changed. A Labour government was elected in 1964 on a modernizing manifesto that promised a ‘New Britain’, and it was happy to give the wider cultural shifts a stamp of establishment approval by awarding the Beatles MBEs. Indeed, Ali himself was seeing something of the new British society. A man who spent time with him in London noted how the champion was inundated with assertive offers of marriage and sex from young white and black women.

However, not everyone had moved on and, as Donnelly argues, for many the 1960s were ‘a party that was happening somewhere else’. Cooper recalled in his autobiography:

> old ladies in cars who used to stop, wind down the window and wish me luck – old dears, butter wouldn’t melt in their mouths, or so you’d think. They might not be interested in boxing normally, but here they were telling me to knock poor old Ali senseless, button his lip, do him up, all that sort of thing. I don’t think it was colour prejudice. If he had been a white boy they would still have said it. Clay, or Ali as he called himself then, was a big mouth by American, let alone English standards. … [I]f you boast and say what you’re going to do to your opponent over here in Britain they loathe you.

But Cooper did judge Ali, or least his previous successes against other black boxers, in racial terms. He thought Ali could more easily ‘out psych’ black fighters than white ones, half beating them before the fight had even started:
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It happens with the coloured boys more often because they are more gullible or susceptible. It’s not a lack of concentration so much as their upbringing and way of life. They’re more flamboyant and they tend to take things at their face value more readily. They’re either on top of the world or they’re down. We delve into things a bit more and don’t believe so easily.

Ali, he thought, was different to other black fighters, with self-belief and power from his religious belief and following. The UK may not have had anything like the overt racial tensions that made Ali so controversial in the USA but, as the comments of Cooper showed, the sense of ‘us’ and ‘them’, of racial difference, was profound, even amongst many of those who would have been horrified to think of themselves as racist or prejudiced. Moreover, as Cooper’s comments also show, this sense of otherness was not just about difference; it was also shot through with a sense of white superiority.

Although there was an attendance of 42,000, the fight itself did not sell out and touts complained they could not shift their stock because no one thought Cooper’s eye would last the duration. In the UK, it was only live on pay-tv and in the cinema but 13 million listened on the radio to Ali repeat a straightforward win after Cooper received another cut eye. Those in attendance were angry because it appeared that the cut had been caused by Ali’s head rather than fist. At the end, there was booing and pandemonium as fans invaded the ring and police had to intervene. At least one boxing reporter saw a racial dimension to the crowd’s anger:

In my opinion he is a champion of the utmost class, irrespective of his colour. That such disgraceful things should happen in Britain where people can walk the street unashamed of their colour or creed is a damming reflection on those extremists to whom sportsmanship takes second place.

Yet other reports overlooked or ignored the incident. Ali himself said that the British public
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had cheered him and ‘everything went off perfectly’.\textsuperscript{91}

The following night, Ali made a charismatic appearance on the Eamon Andrews chat show, where he spoke of how he did not like hitting a man covered in blood. This seemed to be a real turning point in how he was seen in the UK. A Coventry housewife wrote to the \textit{Mirror} after seeing it: ‘I used to dislike him intensely, but now I’m a fan’.\textsuperscript{92} Three months later, when Ali fought again in Britain, \textit{Boxing News} ran an editorial thanking Ali (although it still called him Clay) for boosting interest in British boxing. It said that he had been ‘a model of good temper and careful speech’ who had not given offence in Britain in ‘any shape or form’ and that the editor found himself liking Ali ‘in spite of what we had read or heard of his antics and utterings’ before and after winning his title, the time when he had announced his conversion. It concluded that Ali would always be welcome back in Britain, as citizen or champion.\textsuperscript{93}

\textbf{Ali versus London and his dethronement}

Ali’s third UK fight, and his second of 1966, was against Brian London, who few gave much of a chance. London put up a pitiful performance and was knocked out in the third round. \textit{Boxing News} called his showing ‘pathetic’. Fans booed at the end and felt cheated of a proper contest; there were rumours of a board of control inquiry into a mismatch. But the fight also seemed to confirm Ali’s vast superiority over anything or anyone the UK could produce and now he was no longer a threat to any British chance of a heavyweight champion the path was cleared for his popularity to grow further. A letter to \textit{Boxing News} said Ali would become ‘the greatest heavyweight champion the world has ever known’. Another complained that the criticisms being aimed at London and the way he was being made to feel that he had let his country down were because people would not recognise Ali as the ‘great and unique champion he is’. Not everyone was convinced and another letter argued Ali was only the greatest because ‘he lives in an era of the poorest bunch of heavyweights ever in the history of boxing’.\textsuperscript{94}

In 1967 Ali again refused to be enlisted and was convicted of draft dodging and stripped of his title and licences to box. \textit{The Times} ran an editorial on the affair. It thought his beliefs genuine but that he had shown himself to be ‘vain, cruel, and continuously
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provocative’. However, British opinion around the Vietnam war was generally ambivalent or hostile and *The Times* was out of kilter with the general tone of British feeling, which now seemed to judge Ali as a boxer and man of principle rather than the racial or national threat he was in the USA. For all the British fears of racial extremism that sometimes existed, the racial significance of his religious resistance simply did not resonate in the UK where Islam was associated with Asian migrants rather than black power. Moreover, conscientious objection on religious grounds was an accepted principle that had not even not created significant controversy during the Second World War. The sympathy towards Ali, although tinged sometimes by a concern that it might represent something bigger, was apparent when in 1969 London Weekend Television ran a half hour show on Ali that gave him a full platform to discuss his belief in the need for black liberation. Direct editorial comment was minimal, although the show concluded that Ali knew the ‘latent power’ he held but did not ‘have the maturity to control it’. There was much sympathy for Ali in the boxing establishment too. The *Boxing News* declared that he was still the best heavyweight in the world. One fan organized a petition to have Ali recognised as world champion and collected more than 22,000 signatures in Britain. The different views of boxing fans across the Atlantic became evident in 1970 after a computer-simulated fight between Ali and another iconic boxer Rocky Marciano. In the US, Marciano’s win was a ‘soothing tonic’ to those who wanted to see Ali put in his place but there was such anger from British boxing fans that the simulation was rerun with a different result.

Ali’s British popularity suggests limits to the extent that contemporary understandings of race relations in the USA and UK were entangled but it does not mean Britain was becoming more accepting of racial diversity. Indeed, if anything the opposite was happening. In a 1967 survey of immigrant experiences, there were widespread reports of open hostility in public places and problems in finding housing, employment and even car insurance. Some respondents reported experiencing more hostility and prejudice the longer they lived in
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Britain and just over a third thought life had become more difficult. In 1968, the year that Ali was denied the right to appeal against his conviction for refusing the draft, Parliament passed the Commonwealth Immigrants Act, taking away the right of entry from British passport holders without grandparents born in the UK. In the same year, Enoch Powell made his infamous Rivers of Blood speech, which pointed to the situation in the USA and predicted widespread violence unless British immigration was curbed. It legitimized overt racial bigotry and took it from the private sphere into the public realm. Opinion polls suggested that some three quarters of the population agreed with Powell. Nor had boxing become colour-blind. Until 1968, British championships were limited to those born in the UK or Ireland and thus denied to black boxers who had moved to Britain as children. That rule was changed but in 1969, the Boxing News could still write of a ‘New White Hope’ in discussing up and coming fighters.

Ali did not fight between March 1967 and October 1970 which meant his media coverage in the UK was far more limited than it might otherwise have been. His absence coincided with the period when concerns around black power intensified in the UK and USA. Perhaps had he fought in the UK in 1968 or 1969, with the furore around black power and Powell’s speech at its height, white British reactions might have been different. But that is speculation and, as it was, in the public sphere Ali seemed disconnected from the everyday racial tensions within the UK. Yet the parallels that those both in favour and opposed to immigration continually drew between the racial situations in the US and UK meant that beyond the newspapers and television screens Ali’s significance was never just as a great boxer.

This was especially true for black Britons. This was a small and diverse population, with no political representation. Black figures were rare on television and when colour was discussed it was usually as a problem. The civil rights movement, like black sporting successes, however showed something more positive and watching this on television contributed to a growing sense of black consciousness in the UK. Particularly important here was the black power salute given by two US athletes on the medal podium at the 1968 Olympics. Ali may not have offered a similar single iconic moment but his general career
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and position was an inspiration to many people of colour in the UK. For some, this inspiration was more direct. Michael X, a British black power activist, met Ali before both the second Cooper fight and the bout against Brian London. He took him into immigrant communities in London, where Ali created ‘an aura of excitement’, captivating ‘everyone he met’, and later to speak to a number of bodies such as an Islamic Students Group. Michael X told the *Daily Mail* that Ali’s visit to Notting Hill had ‘brought a great deal of comfort’ to people in what was a ‘black ghetto’. The reporter, however, did not seem impressed; he questioned the need for 24 bodyguards to be there and asked if Ali was being used to promote the aims of ‘British Black Muslims’ and the Racial Adjustment Action Society. Again, the British press seemed to miss Ali’s greatest significance: the way Ali was becoming part of what Kelley and Patterson have called a ‘black globality’, a transnational racial identity and understanding of race relations.

**Conclusion**

C. L. R. James famously argued ‘What do they know of cricket who only cricket know?’ By this he meant that the game could not be understood without looking at its social and cultural context. The same is true of boxing in the 1960s and its dynamics were entwined with the politics of race and immigration. Black boxers, like all black men and women, in Britain were always regarded as ‘other’ and there was a complex array of assumptions about racial difference. Ali and the wider sport reinforced stereotypes around black physicality and temperament but boxing was also a shared culture that cut across racial lines and it was a rare space where black achievements were openly celebrated and admired, even if that celebration was not conceptualised along racial lines and did not stop the endemic casual racism people
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of colour in Britain faced on a daily basis. The revulsion that boxing sometimes engendered – something all too apparent in reactions to the pictures of a bloody Cooper after his fights with Ali – limited the impact that Ali had but the extensive media coverage he received meant his impact went far beyond other contemporary black boxers who struggled to gain media exposure and fights in a sport that was in decline beyond its very pinnacle.\footnote{See Johnes and Taylor, ‘Boxing, Race and British National Identity’. In the aftermath of the first Cooper-Ali fight, the \textit{Daily Herald} (20 June 1963) ran a front-page story decrying the savagery of the sport.} However, criticism of Ali was as much rooted in his national identity as his colour, a reminder of how wider racial prejudices and tolerances were always entwined with concerns around nationhood and gender. This increased their slipperiness, masking the depth of racial attitudes that did exist which, in turn, helped white Britons feel better about their country but added to the sense of dislocation immigrants and Britons of colour could feel.

The Britain that viewed Ali was not a straightforward place. There were those who regarded its culture and identity as under assault from Americanization and immigration but there were also those who accepted the modernization, glamour and diversity that these forces were bringing. Probably, over time, Ali, like other black sportsmen, musicians and entertainers, helped shift the pendulum from the former to the latter. But this was a gradual process and one where shared symbols and experiences still existed within deeply unequal power relationships between black and white and dominant discourses rooted in colonial attitudes. Yet Ali’s most important significance in the UK was not for white Britons or the emergence of multiculturalism. It was for black Britons for whom he was a figure of inspiration at a time when there were so few other icons of colour. The UK may not have been uniformly racist but it was not a land of racial equality either and in that context Ali was a source for dignity and respect for Britons of colour.